. A ¿-level iterative procedure for solving tbe algebraic equations which arise from the finite element approximation of elliptic boundary value problems is presented and analyzed. The work estimate for this procedure is proportional to the number of unknowns, an optimal order result. General geometry is permitted for the underlying domain, but the shape plays a role in the rate of convergence through elliptic regularity. Finally, a short discussion of the use of this method for parabolic problems is presented.
1. Introduction. In this work, we discuss the iterative solution of the large sparse linear systems which arise in connection with finite element procedures for solving selfadjoint elliptic boundary value problems. We take as our prototype the Neumann problem du (1.1) -V-(aVu) + bu = f in«, -= 0 on ofi, where ß is a polygonal domain in R2. (In Section 4, we relax this assumption and require only that 3ß be piecewise smooth.) We assume a G C'(ß), b G C(ß) and that there exist positive constants a, a, b, b such that a < a(x) < a, b < ¿>(x) < b, for x G ß.
Then there exists a unique weak solution u G H '(ß) for all / G L2(ß). (In Section 4, we remark on the singular case, b = 0.) Most of our arguments are applicable, with only minor modifications, to the Dirichlet problem (1.2) -V-iaVu) + bu =/ inß, u = 0 on öß, and we comment on such extensions as they arise. We describe a Ac-level iterative procedure for solving the linear equations arising from some finite element discretizations of (1.1). Our scheme involves a sequence of nested triangulations of ß, %, j > 1, and corresponding finite-dimensional subspaces 91L-. Our objective, of course, is to obtain an approximate solution on the finest triangulation. The basic idea underlying multi-level techniques is that, under certain circumstances, the solution of a problem on a given grid can be well approximated by a solution on a coarser grid. Since the coarser grids have (geometrically) fewer unknowns, a substantial savings in computational effort can result. We prove that our procedure asymptotically (as k -» oo) requires only OiNk) computations to produce an 0(Nkq) accurate solution, where Nk is the dimension of <31LAr and q is the "correct" exponent. This is an optimal order work estimate.
Our Ac-level scheme is related to the multi-grid techniques of Bakhvalov [1], Brandt [6] , Fedorenko [11] , [12] , and Nicolaides [17] for the solution of finite difference equations. However, the tools made available through the finite element formulation afford simplification of the analysis. For example, nonrectangular meshes are treated without affecting the nature of the convergence results or their proof. Also, in the finite difference context, there are questions of interpolation between various grids; these issues never explicitly arise in our treatment of the finite element case, but are implicitly handled by the approximation properties of the spaces 911,.
During the preparation of this manuscript we became aware of similar independent work by Nicolaides [18] and Hackbusch [14] , [15] . In particular, in [14] Hackbusch proves results similar to Theorem 1, and in [18] Nicolaides proves a result similar to Corollary 1. Not only are the methods of proof used here different from those cited, but the procedure we treat is different in detail. Having seen their treatments, we feel ours is somewhat simpler.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we define terms, establish notation, and state our assumptions. In Section 3, we define and analyze the Ac-level scheme for C°-piecewise linear finite elements. In Section 4, we consider extensions of our method to the singular Neumann problem, to nonpolygonal ß, and to piecewise polynomial spaces of higher degree. In Section 5, we consider briefly one possible extension of the Ac-level scheme to parabolic problems. Once a parabolic problem has been discretized in time, it can be viewed as a sequence of elliptic problems, and in this section we analyze the rate of convergence as a function of the time discretization parameter At.
2. Preliminaries and Notation. We seek numerical approximations of the weak form of (1.1): Find u G Hx (ß) such that
The spaces Hk for Ac a positive integer will be the usual Sobolev spaces equipped with the norms (2-3) N||-2 l|Mi|lS= 2 iD^D^u).
\ß\<k \ß\<k
The spaces Hk for Ac positive and nonintegral will be defined by interpolation and Hk for Ac negative will be defined as the dual of H~k. Corresponding to the bilinear form, a(-, ■) is the energy norm denoted |||w|||2 = a(u, u). We assume a modest amount of elliptic regularity for the solution of (2.1). Specifically, we assume that there exists a constant 0 < a < 1 such that, for all / G Ha~x, there exists a unique solution u G Hx+a of (2.1) and (2) (3) (4) ll«lli+"<C(ö,6,Q)||/||a_1.
We now turn to the discrete approximation of (2.1). Let %,j > 1, be a nested sequence of triangulations of ß, constructed as follows. Take <öx to be a fixed triangulation; for T G %, denote the diameter of T by hT and let hT-dT denote the diameter of the inscribed circle for T. Define (2.5) /¡, = max hT, S0 = min dT, S, = min hT/hx.
Te5, reí, re1?.
The constant 50 is a measure of the shape regularity of the triangles in *3",, and Sx is a measure of their uniformity. We now construct 9^ for j > 1 inductively as follows. For each T G 5,-p construct four triangles in 5T by pairwise connecting the midpoints of the edges. Each triangulation % will have shape regularity and uniformity constants 50 and 5, and will have A. = maxre5r hT = hx2x~J.
With each triangulation 9^, we associate the 7v*-dimensional space 91L, of C°-piecewise linear polynomials. Since the triangulations are nested, we have 91L, C 9lt,+1,/ > 1. The spaces 91L, satisfy the following standard approximation property [4] , [5] , [16] , [21] : If u G Hs, 1 < s < 1 + a, then there exists u, G 91L, such that (2.6) ||m -i*||0 + A,H« -«y||, < C(60, 8" ß)/t/||«||,.
The finite element approximation of (2.1) is:
In our multi-level procedure, we will have occasion to consider problems of the more general form: Find z G 91L, such that
where G is a linear functional. Associated with each space 91L, are eigenvalues \P and eigenvectors ^, 1 < ; < Nj, satisfying (2.9) a(#, v) = \¥>($\ v) for all t; G 91ty. Note that |||x|||0 = llxllo and lllxllli = lllxlll are the usual L2 and energy norms.
It is also useful to associate with 91L, a symmetric, positive definite bilinear form bji-, •), which is comparable to the L2 inner product. In particular, we assume there is a constant ß, independent of h,, such that (2.13) 0</3~'< i V' " < ß for all v G 91L, v ¥= 0. Note that |||xllli,6 = lllxlll» and that |||xlllo,fc is comparable to ||x||0; thus we expect |||xlll,,i to be comparable in some sense to ||x||j for 0 < s < 1. We make this precise in Lemma 1. for all x G 91L,-.
Lemma 1 is proved in the Appendix.
3. The Ac-Level Iteration. In this section we define and analyze the Ac-level scheme for solving (2.7). This procedure is actually composed of two recursive processes. The overall process involves solving problems (2.7) sequentially for/ = 1, 2, ... . The second process involves generating approximate solutions of more general problems like (2.8) . This second process forms the foundation upon which the overall algorithm for solving (2.7) rests. Thus, we begin by inductively defining a single iteration of the Ac-level scheme for solving (2.8) with/ = k: (a) If Ac = 1, (2.8) is solved directly.
(b) If k > 1, one iteration of the Ac-level scheme takes a given initial guess z0 G 91t* to a final guess zm+1 G 91t* (m an integer to be determined later) as follows: For 1 < / < m, z, is defined by
Let q G 91t* _, be the approximation of q G 91t*_, obtained by applying p iterations of the Ac -1-level scheme to the residual equation
starting from initial guess zero (p is an integer to be determined later). Then set zm + x = zm + q. Equation (3.1) is called a smoothing iteration. Its purpose is to damp components of the error which oscillate on the order of the mesh size in 9*. Once these oscillations have been damped, the error can be well approximated by an element q G 9lt*_,, a space whose dimension A7*_, ~ Nk/4. Thus, in (3.2), we approximately compute the elliptic projection of the error into 91t*_, using p iterations of the k -1-level scheme applied to a problem of the form (2.8) with/ = Ac -1.
Note that (3.1) requires the solution of a linear system involving the mass (Gram) matrix at each step. We shall see below that (3.1) can be replaced by other, computationally more attractive, iterations without affecting the character of our convergence results. The use of the mass matrix simplifies the initial analysis, since the convergence of (3.1) does not depend on the choice of basis. Also, our use of XN in (3.1) is convenient but nonessential; any upper bound of the form (2.11) will suffice. [12] , and Nicolaides [17] for finite difference equations. The result is also similar to one obtained independently by Hackbusch [14] , [15] . Note that (3.4) is essentially an induction hypothesis asserting that the Ac -1-level scheme can reduce the error by a factor of y in each iteration.
We begin with (3.4). Define the error e, by e¡ = z -zt, 0 < / < m + 1.
Then, from (3.1), we have
Expanding e0 in terms of the eigenfunctions (2.9)-(2.10) as e0 = Sfi. c¿\p¡, we have,
Thus, we have
We shall analyze (3.2) in two steps. First, we estimate the effect of the recursion. From (3.2), we have (3.9) a(q -em, v) = 0 for all t; G 91t*_,.
Taking v = q in (3.9) shows (3.10) PHI < |||ej||.
Using the hypothesis (3.4), (3.8) , and (3.10) yields (3-11) lll«-?lll<y'll|8oll|.
We are left with estimating the error in the elliptic projection (3.9). Now
To estimate |||em|||,+a, use (2.12) and (3.7) to see where we have used (2.11).
To estimate |||« -em|||,_a, we use a standard duality argument and Lemma 1.
Taking v = « -em, we have, for any x G 91t*_,,
where we have used (2.4). Using this and Lemma 1 yields (3.14) |||4 -ej||,_. < C\\q -ejx_a < Ch£\\\q -ej\.
Finally from (3.3) and (3.11)-(3.14)
(3-15) |||6m + 1||| = |||em -9||| < HI« -«HI + |||em -«HI < (y" + CW-a/2)|||e0|||.
To complete the proof choose y such that yp < y/2 and then choose m such that Cm~"t2 < y/2. Clearly the choices of y and m can be made independent of h,. Using these bounds with (3.15) completes the proof of Theorem 1. Before proceeding to convergence results for the L2 norm, we pause to make several remarks. First, (3.15) can be sharpened somewhat by noting IK+1|||2 = IK -<7lH2 = IK -<7lH2 + III? -<7lH2 + 2a(em ~q,q~q) = III*",--Till2 + Ill9"-<7|||2, where we have used (3.9) . This leads to ll|em+.IH2<(Y2p+Cm-«)|||£o|||2.
To obtain the smallest value of y for a fixed m, i.e., that value which satisfies y2'' + Cm~a = y2, we must determine the roots of a polynomial of degree p in y2-It is easy to see that the root of interest is formally given by a power series expansion of the form
To obtain results for the L2 norm, we assume H2 regularity of the solution, i.e., (2.4) holds for a = 1. Since ß is a polygon, this assumption implies that ß must be convex [13] , [21] . Corollary 1. Let the assumptions of Theorem 1 hold for a = 1. Then there exists a constant 0 < y < 1 and an integer m > 1, independent of hj, such that, if (3.16) ||« -«||0 < Yl«||0, then (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) (15) (16) (17) ||z -zm + 1||0 <y||z -z0||0.
Proof. Corollary 1 is similar in character to results obtained by Nicolaides [18] for the I2 norm. From (3.7) it is immediate that (3.18) KHo < Kilo.
The duality argument leading to (3.14) now shows (3.19) H*-Uo<CA*|||?-eJ||.
To obtain the analogue of (3.11) use (3.16), (3.18), (3.19) and (2.11) to see \\q-q\\0<yp\\q\\ < y"{M -«Ulo+ Kilo} < yp{Chk\\\q -em\\\ + ||e0||0} (3 20) <yJ,{ChkXx/t2+l}\\e0[\0<Cy"\\e0\\0.
Finally from (3.12), with a = 1, and (3.19) (3.21) ||« -em||2 < Ch2\\\q -ej||2 < Ch\\\q -eJ|0|K|||2.
An argument similar to (3.13) shows In practice, we prefer to replace the mass matrix on the left-hand side of (3.1) in order to reduce the cost of the smoothing iteration. Let bk(-, •) be a symmetric, positive definite bilinear form satisfying (2.13). We replace (3.1) with the smoothing iteration Proof. The analogues of (3.6)-(3.11) are immediate. The analogue of (3.12) is lll?-em|l|2< llli-Uli-*»IKIIIi+*»-
The analogue of (3.13) is immediate, as is the analogue of (3.14) (using Lemma 1). The remainder of the proof is unchanged. There are many possible choices for ¿>.( ■, • ). For example, if we use the standard nodal basis, then (2.13) will be satisfied by £,( ■, • ) corresponding to the diagonal of the mass matrix, allowing the use of an under-relaxed Jacobi scheme for smoothing.
We now consider the overall computational cost of the iteration (3.1)-(3.3). Let F(N) be the cost function associated with reducing the error by a factor of y for a problem with N unknowns. We assume F(N) is nondecreasing for N > Nx. The cost of implementing (3.1), as some variant of (3.23), and (3.3) can be bounded by CxmNk = C2Nk where Cxm = C2 is independent of Ac. The cost of the recursion (3.2) ispF(7V*_,). Thus, (3.25) F(Nk)~pF(Nk_x)+C2Nk. Since Nk ~ 4Nk_x, the solution of (3.25) yields The choices of most interest are clearly p = 2, 3, since these lead to an optimal order algorithm, in the sense that the cost of reducing the error by a fixed factor y is asymptotically no worse than proportional to the number of unknowns. This does not necessarily lead to an optimal order algorithm overall, however, since we may be interested in reducing the initial error by a factor of A*7 for some fixed value of «. The straightforward implementation of the Ac-level scheme would then require 0(N log N) operations.
To avoid the appearance of the log N factor, and thus to obtain an overall optimal order algorithm, we need to apply recursion once more. We assume that the solutions of (2.7) satisfy (3.28) ||M -«,|| < %hf, j > 1, where % is a constant independent of h,, and || • || denotes any fixed norm, for example the energy or L2 norm. Let «,., / > 1, be approximate solutions of the discrete problems (2.7), generated as follows. For/ = 1, (2.7) is solved directly to obtain üx. For j > 1, starting from initial guess «,_, apply r iterations of the /-level scheme to (2.7) to obtain w, (r is an integer to be specified below). Suppose that each iteration of the/-level scheme reduces the || • || norm of the error by a factor of y. Let e} = \\u. -«,||; then e, < YrH«7 -«y-,II < yr{\\uj -u\\ + II«,., -«|| + ej_x} < yVi + Yr9C0 + 2«)A/, where we have used A, = A,_,/2. The solution of the majorizing difference equation yields (3.29) ej<%8hf, j>\, a-l3Lí|2, where we have assumed that (3.29) holds for/ = 1, and that yr29 < 1. Note that the choice of r is independent of hj. Thus, from (3.28)-(3.29), (3.30) ||« -«,|| < ||« -«,11 + ej < (1 + 8)%hf, j>\.
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The cost of computing w* is bounded by k 4 F(NX) + r 2 F(Nj) < C3-rNk = C5Nk,
where we have used (3.27) to bound F(Nj). We summarize this result in Theorem 2. Let Theorem 1 hold and let p = 2 or 3. Let the k-level scheme be implemented as described above, and let 8 be defined in ( We conclude with several remarks about the Dirichlet problem (1.2). In most respects, the Ac-level scheme for (1.2) is similar to that for the Neumann problem. We define 5, as in Section 2. Let 91L, C 7/¿ be the space of C°-piecewise linear polynomials associated with !T, satisfying the Dirichlet boundary conditions. Then We can apply the Ac-level scheme to (4.3) with/ = Ac. Assume the analogue of (2.4) is satisfied for (4.2) as long as / satisfies (4.1). To verify the analogue of the approximation property (2.6), let u G Hs n Hl* and z G 91t, satisfy ||z -«||0 + hj\\z -«||, = inf ||x -«Ho + hj\\x -«||, < Ch/\\u\\s. In practice, we prefer to compute with the spaces 91L, rather than 91ty*. This presents no problems. The smoothing iteration (3.1) remains well defined. At level one we must solve singular but always consistent linear systems of the form (2.8) with/ = 1. If we augment (3.1)-(3.3) with (4) (5) (6) («, 1) = 0, we can always define a unique solution for the linear systems at level one. Furthermore, (4.6) implies (zm+, -z0, 1) = 0, so that the overall process preserves average values. B. More General Triangulations. Thus far we have insisted that the triangulations 'ÏÏj for the Ac-level scheme be constructed in the precise fashion outlined in Section 3 and that ß be polygonal. We now explore the consequences of allowing more general sequences of triangulations in a polygonal domain, and of allowing 8ß itself to become piecewise smooth.
A review of our arguments reveals that the characterization of the triangulations ?T were employed in essentially three ways:
(i) The quasi-uniformity of the triangulations is implicit in the bounds (2.11) and (2.15), and shape-regularity is needed for the approximation assumption (2.6) to hold.
(ii) The nesting of the triangulations allowed us to construct subspaces such that 91t,._, c 911,.,/ > 2.
(iii) The fact that the ratios A,/A, + , were bounded independent of/ was used in establishing (3.14).
While the conditions on ß and ^ are sufficient to guarantee (i)-(iii), they are not necessary. For example, suppose ß is polygonal and 5", is constructed as in Section 2. Construct 9^,/ > 1, by taking each triangle in l?J,_1 and subdividing it into nine congruent triangles, rather than four, by connecting the trisection points for each edge as shown.
Let 91t, be the space of C°-piecewise linear polynomials associated with ST.. Then (i)-(iii) above are fulfilled, and the proofs of Theorems 1-2 go through without incident, except that hj/hJ+x = 3 rather than 2. Thus, the Ac-level scheme in this case remains of optimal order over a larger range of p.
One can generalize, and construct 9, by dividing each triangle in 9T._, into I2 congruent triangles, and retain the results of Theorems 1-2, as long as / is independent of A,. The crossover point in the analogue of (4.7) will then be I2.
At this point, we are unsure of the optimal strategy or strategies regarding the construction of triangulations, in terms of minimizing the computational cost for problems of practical size. One can reach a given total refinement using fewer levels in the recursion, but the work per level will increase to maintain a comparable rate of convergence. On the other hand, one might settle for the slower rate of convergence for 1 = 3 and simply carry out more (but less expensive) outer iterations to compensate.
Optimizing with respect to the parameters p, m, and now /, as well as with respect to the choice of the bilinear forms A,(-, •) to be used in (3.23) is an area for future research. We emphasize that such optimization occurs within a class of optimal order algorithms, and that one's concern may be directed toward some lower order terms, as well as the leading order terms in the operation count, for problems of practical size.
We now consider a Ac-level scheme for (1.1) when the boundary is piecewise smooth. We require each smooth piece of the boundary to have bounded curvature. The entire boundary should be Lipschitz. We allow triangles with one curved edge to be used near the boundary; the curved edge must be a smooth arc. We define the midpoint of a curved edge as the intersection of the edge with the perpendicular bisector of the chord joining the endpoints. (If A, is sufficiently small, this point is unique.) Using this definition, we construct triangulations 5,,/ > 1, as in Section 2. As before, we define hT as the diameter of the circumscribing circle for 71 £ Í,., and set hj = maxy-g^ hT. Note that in general A, ^ hx2l~J, although the ratios A-/A-+1 will remain bounded independent of/ (and will tend to two).
Let 80 > 0 be a constant fixed independently of A,. We require each triangle T E. 'öj to be star-shaped with respect to each point in a circle of diameter Sghj. contained in T. For triangles with three straight edges, this is equivalent to our previous requirement that ô0 < dT. As before, we insure quasi-uniformity by requiring hT/hj > 8X > 0 for all T G 5^, where S, is independent of A,.
Let 91L, be the set of C°-piecewise linear polynomials associated with %. For triangles with three straight edges, local basis functions can be constructed in the usual way. For triangles with one curved edge, only a slight modification is needed. Suppose T G 9y has one curved edge; define T' as a triangle with three straight edges given by the chord joining the endpoints of the curved edge and the two straight edges. The usual nodal basis functions, which are just linear polynomials, can be associated with 7". We then extend each basis function as a linear polynomial to all of R2 and then restrict it to T.
With this definition for % and 91t,, requirements (ii) and (iii) above are trivially satisfied. The star-shaped requirement for triangles with curved edges can be used in conjunction with a recent version of the Bramble-Hubert Lemma, due to Dupont and Scott [10] , to establish (2.6) and hence (i). The proofs of Theorems 1-2 then follow as before.
We remark that the above constructions do not extend in straightforward fashion to the Dirichlet problem. The situation there is complicated by the fact that the appropriate trial spaces 91t, will not in general satisfy the boundary conditions exactly, but merely interpolate them at nodes lying on the boundary. See Scott [20] for a discussion of interpolated boundary conditions. C. Polynomials of Higher Degree. We now extend the Ac-level scheme to spaces of C°-piecewise polynomials of degree 5 > 1. We assume (without loss of generality) that ß is a polygon and that 9,,/ > 1, are constructed as in Section 2. Let 9t,-denote the TV,-dimensional space of C°-piecewise linear polynomials and 91t, denote the A/,-dimensional space of C°-piecewise polynomials of degree s associated with $j. Note 9t,-c 91t,-, 9t,. c 9t,.+ 1, 91t,. c 91ty+,,/ > 1. Let «, G 91t,. be the solutions of (4.8) a(uj, v) = (f, v) for all v G 91t,., and let z G 91t, satisfy (4.9) aiz, v) = Giv) for all v G 91t,., the analogues of (2.7)-(2.8). Define eigenvalues A, and eigenvectors \p¡, 1 < / < A/,, using the analogues of (2.9)-(2.10). One iteration of the "Ac + 1-level" scheme for solving (4.9), for/ = Ac, (the analogue of (3.1)-(3.3)) involves the Ac + 1 subspaces 91t* and 9t,, 1 < / < Ac. This scheme takes initial guess z0 to final guess zn+, as follows: For 1 < / < m, z, is defined by (4.10) (z, -z,_x, v) = X^iGiv) -a(z,_" v)} for all v G 91t*.
We next compute « G 9t*, an approximation of « G 9t*, using p iterations of (3.1)-(3.3) applied to the linear system (4.11) aiq, v) = Giv) -a(zm, v) for all v G 9t*, starting from initial guess zero. Then set (4-12) *m+l "*« + ?• This scheme is quite similar to the Ac-level scheme of Section 3, except that we have added a (A + l)st special level in which the triangulation remains the same but the degree of the polynomials increases. All the requirements for the triangulations are satisfied, as is approximation property (2.6); thus the analysis of this scheme is virtually identical to Theorem 1.
The analysis of the computational complexity is slightly different. Let FS(M) be the positive, nondecreasing, cost function associated with reducing the initial error by a factor of y using (4.10)-(4.12). Then (3.25) is replaced by (4.13) Fs(Mk) ~PFxiNk) + CxMk;
FtiNj-pF^Nj.^+C.Nj, />!.
The function FtiN) can be bounded as in (3.26)-(3.27), and this leads to a bound for FsiM), since yV* ~ Mkr~2.
(4.14) FsiM) ~ C3M forp = 2, 3.
As in the piecewise linear case, we can obtain an optimal order algorithm for reducing the error by a factor of A*? using a slight modification of the argument used in Section 3. Assume the solutions w, of (4.8) satisfy the analogue of (3.28) and let w, be approximate solutions generated as follows: For/ = 1 compute «, by direct solution or by a 2-level scheme involving 9t, and 91t,. (Somewhat better convergence results than those given here are obtainable for the 2-level scheme. See [2] .) For / > 1, start from «,_, and apply r iterations of the / + 1-level scheme (4.10)-(4.12) to obtain«,..
For this scheme, the proof of the analogue of (3.29) is identical to that of Section 3, and the conclusions of Theorem 2 remain valid. where t > 0 is a positive constant. Problems of this type typically arise in solving parabolic partial differential equations which have been discretized in time (t c At, where Ai is the time step) [3] , [7] , [8] , [9] . We show that for 0 < t < 1 the rate of convergence of the multi-level process is independent of t. This is intuitively reasonable because this problem should become easier to solve as t -» 0, since the mass matrix becomes dominant. In this section we analyze the convergence of the multi-level method for (5.1) as a function of the parameter t.
The principal importance of the result of this section is that it follows from Theorem 3 and the estimates of [3] and [7] that, under appropriate hypotheses on the parabolic problem, the approximate solution can be calculated in an amount of work that is proportional to the number of parameters that define it. Thus, we see that the optimal order work estimate proved for the multi-level process for elliptic problems carries over to parabolic problems.
Let triangulations 5, and spaces 91t, be defined as in Section 2. Let A, and \p¡ be defined as in (2.9)-(2.11), and define, for x G 91t,, This is analogous to (3.19) except for the presence of the "helping" term
(1 + \/(tXn ))~m. The remainder of the proof is standard.
If t ~ cAt, then 1/(tA^) ~ Ch2k/At. Therefore, if Ai < 0(A*2), the helping term is, by itself, sufficient to guarantee the result of Theorem 3, i.e., the smoothing iteration (5.2) reduces the error by a fixed amount independent of A* in each iteration. For C°-piecewise polynomials of degree s, the analogue of Theorem 3 is true. If we discretize in time, using a second order correct in time scheme (for example Crank-Nicolson), then we would generally expect to have At2 = 0(hs + x) [7] , [8] , [9] . Then, for the important cases of s = 1, 2 (piecewise linears and quadratics), the multi-level iteration (5.2)-(5.4) would be very useful. For s > 3, the multi-level iteration would still converge as predicted in Theorem 3, but Ai would then be sufficiently small that the smoothing iteration by itself would have been adequate. Higher order time discretizations [3] lead to similar results. For a «th order time discretization Atq = 0(hs+l), and the multi-level scheme is superior to smoothing for s + 1 < 2«.
Appendix.
(A) Proof of Lemma 1. As far as we know, the comparability of norms in Lemma 1 depends on the fact that all triangles are of approximately the same size, i.e., 5, < hT/hj for T G 9}.
Let P be the L2 projection onto 91t,. Considered as a map of L2(ß) onto 91t,, equipped with the L2 norm, P is a bounded operator with norm 1. Considered as a map of L2(ß) onto 91t,, equipped with the || • ||06 norm, P is a bounded operator with norm bounded by ß1/2, since, from (2.13), (Al) ll|A*lllo.*< /51/2||^llo< /*1/2|l«llo-Next, considered as a map from H '(ß) onto 91t,, equipped with the energy (or HI • |||16) norm, P is a bounded operator with bound C = C(8X). To see this, note that for appropriate v G 91t,,
